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Quick & Easy Polar Alignment

the finderscope aligned correctly can be a puzzling chore if you're doing it ... alt-azimuth or alt-az mount, allows you to move your .... This can be tricky to judge ... 
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IT TAKES ONLY A FEW MINUTES AT THE BEGINNING OF YOUR OBSERVING SESSION TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR EQUATORIAL MOUNT.



German equatorial mount



Equatorial fork mount



Whether your scope is brand new, gleaming and fresh out of the box, or one that you’ve had for a while, you may ﬁnd using it outdoors a little intimidating. Just getting the ﬁnderscope aligned correctly can be a puzzling chore if you’re doing it for the ﬁrst time. Then you have to get familiar with different eyepieces and other accessories. And no matter how well you understand your telescope’s optics, ﬁnding and tracking some dim, distant object can be frustrating in the dark. But using a telescope, as with lots of other things in everyday life, just requires a little familiarity and patience to succeed. For example, take a good look at your scope’s mount. You’re probably wondering exactly what those dials, knobs, and adjustments do. The world of backyard stargazing is populated with two varieties of telescope mounts. One type, called an alt-azimuth or alt-az mount, allows you to move your instrument up and down (in altitude), left and right (in azimuth). A popular version of this, called a Dobsonian, is used with reﬂecting telescopes. The alt-az approach is also typical on computer-controlled “Go To” telescopes. If your scope came with an equatorial mount, as many entry-level instruments do, it’ll have extra dials and knobs and various parts canted at seemingly mysterious angles.



That’s because this design moves your scope according to directions in the sky: north and south, east and west. Why is this distinction important? When properly set up, an “EQ” mount allows you to track objects with a single east-to-west motion, following their paths across the sky. Not only does this make it easier to keep the Moon in view at 200×, but it also makes it much simpler to equip your scope with a motor for automatic, hands-free tracking. Equatorial mounts come in two ﬂavors. Most common is the German equatorial mount. If your scope has a heavy counterweight, chances are it’s riding on a “GEM.” The other type is the equatorial fork mount, so called because the optical tube attaches to it with one or two sturdy tines (fork arms). Although the two types look quite different, they do essentially the same thing the same way. Go To telescopes also typically come on fork mounts — many of these can be angled upward to work in an equatorial mode, but the scope’s computer-driven motors will track your target even if you leave the mount in its standard alt-az conﬁguration. EQ-mounted scopes have capabilities that give them some pretty compelling advantages over their alt-azimuth cousins, but you probably noticed a few lines ago that I slipped in the caveat “when properly set up.” As the scope’s
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u SKILL BUILDERS manual will (hopefully!) explain, most of the knobs and adjustments are for aiming the scope at your desired target. But a few are there speciﬁcally for a procedure called polar alignment. “Polar what?” you’re thinking to yourself. “Uh, maybe I’ll skip that for now.” No, wait! Polar alignment is not as bad as it sounds — and learning how to do it will really make using your scope more rewarding.



BELLS AND WHISTLES: If your scope includes a heavy counterweight, it probably rides on Kf a German equatorial GfcXi`j ;\Zc`eXk`fe mount (GEM). Get to befY know how the scope moves and where its controls are before fumbling in the dark. GfcX
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Getting Ready Before you can polar align your scope, you’ll need to set its mount to the latitude of your observing site, something you can do indoors or in daylight outside. This involves adjusting the scope’s polar axis, which should have a scale reading 0° to 90° and a pointer. (Don’t confuse this with the declination scale, which is marked from –90° to +90°.) On German equatorial mounts, the polar axis is typically locked at an upward-pointing angle by a single large bolt. Carefully loosen this bolt and pivot the polar axis up or down until the pointer on the scale reads to within 1° or 2° of your latitude — you don’t have to be ultraprecise here. So, for example, if you’re at a latitude of 40°, adjust the mount until the pointer indicates 40° on the scale. (It’s easier to do this step before you attach the scope and counterweight; otherwise their added weight might cause everything to ﬂop over when the bolt is loosened.) Once done, tighten the bolt to lock the axis in place. Equatorial fork mounts typically incorporate some kind of wedge-shaped assembly that also has a latitude adjustment. Once again, the idea is to match the wedge’s latitude scale with the latitude of your observing site. Some mounts also have a ﬁne-motion adjustment, which makes this little job easier.
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FRAME OF REFERENCE: The essence of polar alignment is simply ensuring that your mount’s polar axis (also known as the right-ascension axis) is aimed at the north celestial pole, located near the star Polaris.



N



clear view of the sky and is roughly level. For an equatorial mount to work its magic, its polar axis has to be aimed at the north celestial pole — an imaginary point in the sky around which all the stars appear to circle as Earth rotates. (If you live south of the equator, the stars seem to move about the south celestial pole.) Polar alignment is simply aiming your mount’s polar axis at that point in the sky. So how do you aim at an imaginary point? As luck would have it, there’s a reasonably bright star very close to the north celestial pole: Polaris, also known, appropriately enough, as the North Star. Contrary to what you might have heard, Polaris is not the brightest star in the sky. But it is easy to ﬁnd. Use the all-sky maps on pages 12–13 and 16–17 to help locate it. Or you can simply note where the Sun sets and pivot a quarter turn to your right: the direction you’re now facing is north, more or less. Polaris is the lone mediumbright star situated about halfway to overhead. Set the tripod down so that the mount’s polar axis is pointed northward. For the next step you’ll have to get down on your hands and knees on the south side of the tripod. Now, sight along the polar axis of the mount and try to imagine < a line extending from it out into space and passing through Polaris. (If you’re J N using a fork mount, sight along one of the forks.) This can be tricky to judge, but do your best. Chances
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FT-817 Alignment - F6CSX 

RF-gain knob : Fully clockwise. SQL : Fully counterclockwise. ATT / IPO / CTCSS / DCS : Off. Output power : High. AGC : Auto. Break-in : On CW Keyer : Off.
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Alignment Procedures 

and from the tail end of the aircraft to insure that the air- ... wings, you merely have a rigging problem on your hands. ... an assembly of 125 airfoil sections. It's not ...
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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

1. AT560ZHBAE BRFC165614G R:CARBON FIXED CHIP(1608). 560 1/16W J TAPE. R221. 1. AT560ZHBAE BRFC165614G R:CARBON FIXED CHIP(1608).
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Polar Vortex 

www.editions-bim.com f pp f mp ff f p. Molto dramatico q = 60 ff ppp fff f ff p rit. 7 pp cresc. Allegro vivace (q = c. 152). 13 ff. 16 pp p p p. 19 fp. f p. f p f. 22 f p f f p f p.
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Polar Vortex 

œb œn œ œb. BIM TB95. 2. Editions Bim, CH-1674 Vuarmarens, Switzerland. +41 (0)21 909 1000 (Phone) - +41 (0)21 909 1009 (Fax) www .editions-bim.com ...
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Polar Vortex 

www.editions-bim.com pp mp ff p. Molto dramatico q = 60 ff ppp ff p rit. 7 pp cresc. Allegro vivace (q = c. 152). 13 ff. 16 pp p p p. 19 fp. f p. f p f. 22 f p f p. 26. f p.
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Measure Your Business-IT Alignment 

Dec 11, 2004 - Educating line management on technology's possibilities ... focus of my book, Competing in the Information Age: Align in the Sand (Oxford University Press, 2003). ... have become fundamental aspects of corporate success.
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Bullets For Alignment 

On all the excellent material that. I've seen presented in SPORT. AVIATION and Amateur Build- ers Manuals, I've never read anything on assembly and rigging ...
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16 quick easy bread cloths libro inglese banar dbid 147m1 
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Quick 'N Easy Plus - Applica Use and Care Manuals 

be removed by rubbing with a damp cloth and a mild, non-abrasive cleaner. Do not immerse base in liquid. â€¢ All removable parts can be washed by hand or in a ...
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101 quick easy 5 ingredient recipes english edition dbid lg 
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infinitely polar bear 

MARK RUFFALO. Academy Award nominee Mark Ruffalo is one of Hollywood's most sought-â€�after ... Can Count on Me,â€� opposite Laura Linney and Matthew Broderick. ..... (starring Michael Shannon, Willem Dafoe, and Chloe Sevigny); and.
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Polar en Seine 

aux Ã©ditions du Masque, spÃ©cialiste d'Agatha. Christie, passionnÃ©e de ... avec des projections de photographies de Cyrille Derouineau. Ø©crivain, graphiste ...
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Thule Polar 200 

110/12 m trailer. Individual box. Pallet. Accessoires 4.102. ACCESSORIES. THULE Polar 200. Product EAN. Kg. L/W/H in cm. 687. 4002253652001. 19. 178/86/ ...
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Alignment Procedures - Size 

It does away with the engineering and ... (there are hundreds of sections), but it does present those ... one of the few books available on U. S. Marine Corps.
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PLL Alignment - QSL.net 

PLL LO. â€¢ Frequency display: 8.0000MHz. PLL. Connect an RF Voltmeter. Adjust. OUTPUT. â€¢ LSB General mode to L13. to maximum. LEVEL output: 400mV-.
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front wheel alignment - caphector.com 

Measure the distance from the ground to the center of the rear axle beam mounting bolt. NOTICE: Before inspecting the wheel alignment, adjust the vehicle.Missing:
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Measuring Alignment - Computerworld 

May 7, 2001 - Measuring Alignment - Computerworld http://www.computerworld.com/printthis/2001/0,4814,60. .... [email protected]. The Luftman Model.
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ATS-909 Modification and Alignment 

Jul 9, 2009 - Finer SSB tuning (makes steps smaller, but you lose some ability to tune between 1 kHz increments); 4.7k for 10 Hz steps. Replace ceramic ...
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Easy Come, Easy Go 

3-4 Stomp PD devant le PG pointe vers la diagonale D - Pause .... 25-26Side step left turning body at a 45 degree angle left, step right foot next to left foot.
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Efficiency of 2D alignment methods 

efficiency of this step is a deciding factor in design of alignment strategies for large ... The accuracy of the methods considered is largely affected, particularly for ...
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DSP 300 Alignment Sensors .fr 

11250 Hunter Drive, Bridgeton, MO 63044 ... Level Reminder, Pro-Comp, Cal-Check, Range Finder and WinAlign are marks of Hunter Engineering Company.
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SpecAlignâ€”processing and alignment of mass 

Jan 19, 2005 - Summary: Pre-processing of chromatographic profile or mass spec- tral data is an .... accurate comparisons to be made between all spectra.
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Front Wheel Alignment Adjusting Procedure 

Front Wheel Alignment Adjustment Procedure (cont'd). NOTE: ... the dial center of the adjusting cam. ... Adjust the camber and toe at the same time on one.
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